Review 2018

On October 26, 2018 the Haunt Rater and his crew had one amazing encounter with
“Terror Farm”, located in Perry County, Pennsylvania in an old, previously abandoned
property. This first year Haunted Attraction is quite unique. Many first-time haunted
attractions do not always do well. There is so much to learn but, Terror Farm seems to
have it figured out. They have amazing sets, props, designs, theme and actors. The mood is
set just right.
Before we even entered, we were greeted by a Creepy Clown and a menacing figure
who we could only hope would remain in our nightmares. The place itself just looks scary
but, then upon entering we were greeted by a Ghoul who gave us our instructions and
made it clear that we were in for the experience of a lifetime. That for sure was the case!

Blood Barn: We began by entering the “Blood Barn” where we were told we would
become the Farm’s next meal! Our first encounter within this place happened almost
immediately. As we made our way around and through, we were followed and tortured
beyond what anyone could ever fear! Creatures of the Dark were found above below and all
around us. There was no place to escape the horrible spirits that lingered within those
walls. We could hear the steps of Terror all around us as we made our way through.
Screams from other helpless victims could be heard as we walked among the damned!
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Horror Hollow: After making it through the “Blood Barn” somewhat unscathed, we
happened to make our way over to “Horror Hollow”. Horror is the first and last thing you
will surely experience as you journey throughout this Haunted Place. Scares like no other
are placed right in front of you and you quickly and repeatedly find yourself surrounded by
demons and fear is the only feeling you will conceive with every step you take. Horror
unlike any other is what you will experience here!

Pestilence Field: After surviving “Horror Hollow” we finished our night by navigating
the trail of “Pestilence Field”. What an adventure! Each turn left us in utter awe and
amazement. There was no escaping those who lurked, waiting to present us to the Butcher
himself. No matter where we went, it was quite clear that we would never be able to leave,
becoming permanent souls to be trapped on Terror Farm!
Terror Farm is one of the best first year attractions we have ever witnessed. There is
no doubt that the minds of Terror Farm know what they are doing and how to do it right!
We want to name Terror Farm the #1 Haunted Farm in Pennsylvania in 2018!
2018 Rating for Terror Farm:

(5 out of 5)
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